11TH EUROPEAN PUBLIC HEALTH CONFERENCE
28 NOV - 1 DEC 2018
CANKARJEV DOM, LJUBLJANA, SLOVENIA
CALL FOR ABSTRACTS
Participate at the EPH Conference by sharing your work with colleagues and learn from each
other. Abstracts are invited for workshops, oral presentations, pitch presentations and Eposters. Prizes will be awarded for the best oral, poster and early career professional’s
presentation. Abstract submission does not have to be confined to the conference themes.
Abstract submission is open until 1 May 2018. Abstracts and workshop proposals can be
submitted here.

CONFERENCE THEMES
Theme for the 11th EPH Conference is ‘Winds of change: towards new ways of improving
public health in Europe’.
Plenary sessions:
 The realities of a digital world, what it means for young people’s health
 Sustainable Development Goals - how can we address them through public health action?
 Public Health Resources - the core of the development of public health action
 Public's awareness of public health challenges
 Health systems under pressure: how can we help?
Keynote speakers a.o.:
 Rifat Atun, Professor Global Health Systems, Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health
 Tomo Kriznar, human rights activist and publicist, Slovenia
 Charlotte Marchandise, Mayor of the city of Rennes, France
 Urban and Jasmina Praprotnik, pro-vaccine activists, Slovenia

ACCOMMODATION AND TRAVEL
EPH Conference has appointed Cankarjev Dom as hotel booking agent for its delegates.
Cankarjev Dom has secured a variety of comfortable hotel rooms in all price categories. For
online hotel reservations please click here.
Ljubljana is connected to many European cities by daily flights. Low-cost flight providers are
flying from London and Brussels. You can also fly to one of the airports in the neighbouring
countries and access Slovenia from there by bus, train or rental car. The airports of
Klagenfurt, Austria, Trieste, Italy, and Zagreb, Croatia, are all within easy reach.
Ljubljana can also be reached by trains from all major European cities. The railway station is
within walking distance of the city centre and conference venue.

REGISTRATION
You can benefit from early bird registration fees until 1 September. We are expecting over

1,500 delegates. Don’t miss the largest public health event in Europe and register early to
benefit from the reduced rates.
Early bird registration fees for EUPHA members are EUR 600. Non-members pay EUR 680,
students and Slovenian colleagues EUR 420 (all including VAT).
Preconferences can be added to your registration once the preconference programme is
completed in June. All preconferences are held on Wednesday 28 November.

CONFERENCE VENUE
The 11th EPH Conference is held in
the Cankarjev Dom in the centre of
Ljubljana, Green Capital of Europe.
Major hotels are at walking
distance from the conference
venue.

The European Public Health Conference Foundation, the European Public Health
Association (EUPHA) and the Slovenian National Institute of Public Health (NIJZ) are
pleased to invite you to the 11th European Public Health Conference.

